The Undesirables Present

MedusA
in:
PAGE ONE
Panel 1
Khamen is seated in a comfortable chair before a cylindrical glass tube in his laboratory. The contents of
the tube can’t be seen but there are shadows moving inside. Above/below the tube is a sign that reads
simply, “Maat”.
Khamen: Oh, you’re awake. Good. I wanted to tell you a story. Maybe help
explain your current situation.
Panel 2
Close shot - Khamen smiles, exposing sharp teeth and a reptilian forked tongue.
Khamen: I wanted to explain why you were chosen.

PAGE TWO
Panel 1
Flashback shot - angled from the side - A teenage girl is kneeling before an altar at a catholic church. Her
head is bowed and she is praying at the altar. Behind her in the distance of the shot, a priest/clergyman
can be seen walking toward her.
CAP Khamen: You know, Maat. There are two versions of the origin of the
ancient Greek mythological character Medusa.
Panel 2
Wide shot - priest POV - An open hand is offered to her as she looks up.
CAP Khamen: one is the version you tuck your kids in at night to, where she
is just a simple maiden who angers a jealous Athena because of her
incredible beauty.
Panel 3
Close shot - girl POV - The priest is an older Caucasian man who is smiling down on her.
CAP Khamen: The way it was told to me, by someone not too far removed
from people who were actually there, mind you, was that The other…
Panel 4
Behind the back shot - camera angled the same as it was in Panel 1 - The priest leads the young girl back
toward the dark hallway where he had entered the main area of the church, into the shadows.
Khamen: …is the true one.

PAGE THREE
Panel 1
Flashback shot/Wide shot/Open shot - It is dark and the beautiful but now hurt girl is painfully limping
down a dimly lit street. The teenage girl looks to be in shock, a blank expression on her face as she limps
through an area that looks to be sort of a slum. There is no one around her and the shot is open to show
how utterly alone she is in the panel and in her world.
CAP Khamen: As the real story goes, Medusa is praying in Athena’s temple
Panel 2
Wide shot - angled from the small television POV and showing only the young girl’s legs having walked
past the man, who is watching them pass - She walks past her stepfather as he was watching television
but is now watching her.
CAP Khamen: …when she is raped by Poseidon…
Panel 3
In the mirror, the girl can be seen staring into oblivion while seated in a steaming bath. Also in the
mirror, the bathroom door can be seen cracked with mysterious, evil eyes peering through shadow to
look at the girl in the steamy reflection.
CAP Khamen: …god of the seven seas…
Panel 4
The girl’s step father has entered the bathroom and now stands over her in the shower, obscuring her
nude body from the shot with his head, which is close to the camera on the left side of the panel. On the
right side, blood can be seen swirling down the drain.
CAP Khamen: …and the object of Athena’s affection...
Panel 5
Close shot/Reaction shot - She looks up at him with the same blank stare. The shot should be similar to
PAGE TWO, Panel 2.
CAP Khamen: Medusa. Not the monster everyone thinks she is.
Panel 6
Close shot/Reaction shot - He looks down at her, upset. The shot should be similar to PAGE TWO, Panel
3.
CAP Khamen: more the victim than most people know.

PAGE FOUR
Panel 1
Interior shot/Side shot - Background: In the center of the panel, the girl’s mother has opened the
bathroom door and placed a hand over her mouth in horror at what she is witnessing.
Foreground/silhouette: The stepfather is on one side of the panel with speed lines showing that he has
just turned his head in surprise at the girl’s mother being home.
CAP Khamen: She was abused by a lustful god…
Panel 2
The girl is standing with her back turned to her front door. Clothes and teddy bears are being thrown at
the sides of her head and onto the lawn around her.
CAP Khamen: …and cursed by jealous one.
Panel 3
Close shot - Khamen’s reptilian thumb presses a button on a remote control.
CAP Khamen: later beheaded by Perseus, she was used as a weapon against
his foes.
SFX: SSSSSSHHHHHHH
Panel 4
Behind the back shot - angled over Khamen’s shoulder - Khamen watches as the glass tube opens and
steam/fog rushes out, obscuring its contents further.
Khamen: Used… Much like the rest of the quote-unquote monsters here in
dreamland seven.
Khamen: Let’s see if the Chimera Project can’t change that. Do you
understand now, dear Maat?
Medusa: I see….
Medusa: Why do you keep calling me “Maat”?
Panel 5
Close shot - angled from the side and set on the forearms and clasped hands of Medusa and Khamen Khamen takes Medusa’s hand, helping her to her feet. Swirls of steam waft around them.
Khamen: It’s no secret I identify you with the serpent goddess of the
Amazons. Her name is derived from the Sanskrit medha, Greek metis, and
Egyptian met or maat all meaning "wisdom."
Medusa: Hm. I prefer the name your engineers have been using to mock and
ridicule me these past few months…

PAGE FIVE
Panel 1
Splash shot - Khamen is in his reptilian form, giving Medusa a “real” look directly into her eyes. She is
looking directly at the reader. She looks stronger than what she has been. Like she has become more
than what she has been the entire story. Steam wafts stylishly around them. It should be obvious
Khamen has some feelings for this woman he has groomed into a god.
Medusa: …call me Medusa.
End.

